
«I have no doubt that all of 
you as participants of the In-
ternational Chemistry Olympiad 
form an extremely powerful force 
with enormous innovation poten-
tial»

Dmitry Livanov
Minister of Science and Educa-

tion of the Russian Federation 
>> p. 4

«I remember the fireworks 
opening the the 28th IChO in 
1996 and 39th IChO in 2007 as if 
it were yesterday. Now we are 
about to host the 45th Olympiad»

Valery Lunin
Dean of the MSU Chemistry Depart-
ment, Academician of the Russian 

Academy of Sciences >> p. 4

«I hope the Moscow State Univer-
sity will both give you a warm welcome 
and hospitality as the host of the Olym-
piad 2013, and hold a good platform for 
your achievements to help you in gaining 
a foothold on your future life» 

Victor Sadovnichy
Rector of Lomonosov Moscow State 

University, Academician of the Russian 
Academy of Sciences >> p. 4
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СН4
Russia is the world leader in natural gas extraction 
and export (mostly through Gazprom energy company). 
90% of Russian and 20% of worldwide gas extraction 
accrues to a small region of Yamal peninsula located 
above the Arctic Circle.

СО2
The level of carbon dioxide emission is a measure of in-
dustry development. Russia here is the 4th in the world. 
Dozens of energy saving and CO2 emission abatement 
projects are carried out in our country. The picture 
shows the world’s biggest and one of the most efficient 
thermal power stations (located in Surgut).

197Au
Traditionally Russian orthodox churches 
are crowned by decorated onion-like gilded 
domes. In sunny days the shining gold makes 
domes look like burning candles. The domes 
are gilded either by galvanostatic plating 
or by coating them with thin gold leaves.  
The ancient Russian church of Dormition 
in Vladimir, one of the oldest Russian cities, 
was built in the 12th century.

235U
Russia was the first country 
to start using nuclear energy 
for peaceful purposes. The world’s 
first nuclear power station 
was built in Obninsk (1954). 
The first nuclear non-military ship 
(the icebreaker“Lenin”, 1959) 
was constructed and launched 
in Russia as well.

(294)Uuo
Ununoctium is the chemical element with 
so far the largest atomic number (118). 
It was synthesized in the Joint Institute 
for Nuclear Research in Dubna (Moscow 
region) in 2006. This town is also known 
as the place where one of the world’s first 
particle accelerators (synchrophasotron) 
was built in 1957 and where a number 
of trans-uranic elements with atomic 
numbers of 104, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117 
were first synthesized.

° 10H16O
Amber is a unique natural decorative 
material, and over 90% of world amber 
reserve is accumulated in the Western 
part of Russia within Kaliningrad region. 
The unique amber-extracting indus-
trial plant is located right here, therefore 
the regional capital of Kaliningrad city 
is also the world amber capital.

48Ti
Titanium, or the“black gold”, is a chemi-
cal symbol of space exploration. 
First spaceships were made of titanium 
alloys. Russia was the first country 
to launch an artificial Earth satellite 
(1957) and perform a manned space 
mission (1961, Yuri Gagarin). To memorize 
this scientific breakthrough the monument 
to space explorers was built in Moscow. 
This monument is entirely covered with 
titanium plates.

RussiaThe Formula of RussiaThe Formula of Russia

Russian chemistry facebook

Mikhail Lomonosov (1711–1765)
The most famous Russian scientist and writer, 
one the founders of physical chemistry. Dis-
covered the mass conservation law (1748), 
contributed much to various natural sciences. 
In 1755 established the Moscow State Univer-
sity later named after him. The picture shows 
the oldest University building.

Dmitry Mendeleev (1834–1907)
The best-known Russian chemist. Discovered 
the Periodic law (1869), and by using it pre-
dicted 11 new elements. Later 5 of these have 
been found in nature or synthesized in labora-
tory. Predicted the existence of critical tem-
perature for liquids. Author of the famous text-
book «Foundations of chemistry».

Alexander Butlerov (1828–1886)
Famous Russian organic chemist. Made sig-
nificant contribution to the theory of chemi-
cal structure of organic compounds (1861). 
Elaborated a number of important synthetic 
procedures, discovered the formose reaction 
(1861). The teacher for several generations 
of Russian chemists.

The Formula of Russia
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201Hg
As you know, mercury thermom-
eters stem freeze at temperatures below 
–39°¤ (–38.2 F). In many regions of Russia 
one cannot use mercury devices throughout 
the whole yeas, as about 65% of the 
area is the permafrost zone. Oymyakon 
village in Siberia is known as the Cold 
Pole of the planet. The lowest temperature 
observed there was –67.8°¤ (–90 F).

12°
25% of all world diamonds are mined in Yakutia 
region covering huge territory in the north-eastern part 
of Siberia. The “diamond capital” of Russia — the town 
of Mirnyi, was established in 1957 near the biggest 
diamond mine in the world (see the photo).

Н2О
Russia is the world’s second fresh water reser-
voir after Brazil. The world’s deepest lake Baikal 
situated in Siberia holds about 20% of all lake 
fresh water of the planet. Due to low mineraliza-
tion its water is considered to be the purest 
natural water in the world.

56Fe
Russia has the largest iron ore resources in the world. 
Since the 18th century the iron ore mining is most 
extensively carried out in the Ural region. Kasli, a small 
town in the Urals, keeps an exclusive technology of making 
art objects of cast iron.

Vladimir Ipatyev (1867–1952)
Military chemist, one of the founders of chem-
ical industry in Russia. Discovered the way to 
obtain butadiene from ethanol, was the first to 
conduct ethylene polymerization. In 1930 emi-
grated to the USA, where largely contributed 
to developing the national oil industry. Actually 
became one of the most important figures in 
the world petrochemistry.

Boris Belousov (1893–1970)
Military chemist, developed new protection 
methods against chemical weapons. Discov-
ered the new class of oscillating chemical 
reactions currently known as BZ (Belousov-
Zhabotinsky) reactions. This gave rise to new 
branches of physics and mathematics deal-
ing with non-linear dynamics in complex sys-
tems.

Nikolay Semenov (1896–1986)
Physicist, the only Russian Nobel Prize win-
ner in chemistry (1956). One of the founders 
of chemical physics. Studied branched chain 
reactions and discovered both experimen-
tally and theoretically many new regularities 
in this field.

Russia has more than a thousand-year history. These centuries were rich with historical events as well 
as ambitious breakthroughs, periods of intense development and great scientific and cultural achievements.

Nowadays Russia is an independent federal presidential state with the territory of over 17 mln square kilometers, 
thus being the largest of all the countries. 143 mln people of more than 200 nationalities inhabit this land; they 
are associated with different cultural traditions and religions, Orthodoxy being the widest-spread confession.
Russia is a land of ancient culture and traditions, enormous natural resources and growing economy, 

currently ranked 7th in the world. 
Russia has contributed to the world history as the first country to launch man into space. It is also 

known as the motherland of great writers and poets (Pushkin, Dostoevsky, Tolstoy, Akhmatova), 
artists (Repin, Shagal, Kandinsky), musicians (Chaikovskii, Glinka, Shostakovich) 

and scientists (chemist Mendeleev, mathematician Kolmogorov, physicist 
Landau, biologist Vavilov, physiologist Pavlov; see also our 

Chemistry Facebook).
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It is a great honor for us to organize the 45th International Chemistry Olympiad, which I consider 
an international acknowledgement of the high level of Russian science and education.
Moscow will be hosting participants of the 45th International Chemistry Olympiad in summer 
2013. Student teams from 75 countries will get acquainted with Russia and its capital, meet 
scientists, who have made a valuable contribution to the international science. The Olympiad 
organizers will do their best to let you show your best expertise and practical skills.
Each of you has covered a long way towards the International Olympiad. Having won a number 
of national contests you have proved your right to represent your countries at this prestigious 
intellectual world-stage competition.
I have no doubt that all of you as participants of the International Chemistry Olympiad form 
an extremely powerful force with enormous innovation potential. It is this creative, ambitious 
and energetic young generation that is going to be the vanguard of the world science 
in the near future, ensuring global progress and prosperity of the human society.
I wish you creative achievements and a lot of success in your future scientific research!

Dmitry Livanov
Minister of Education and Sci-
ence of the Russian Federation

I am honored to be the one who is in charge of arranging and holding the International Chem-
istry Olympiad already for the third time. Life runs fast. I remember the fireworks opening 
the 28th IChO in 1996 and 39th IChO in 2007 as if it were yesterday. Now we are about 
to host the 45th Olympiad. A lot has happened to science and education since then. The last-
time prizewinners have become serious researchers determining the state of today’s chemistry 
in Russia.  As I have been organizing the IChOs for years, it is of great interest for me to follow 
evolution of the event, see how its weight grows, welcome new countries joining the forum, 
and witness increasing complexity of the IChO scientific program. These changes are inevi-
table, still as organizers we do our best to preserve the unique spirit of the event, its slight 
innocence and creative atmosphere typical of the first olympiads. The driving force in this 
direction is our Love to our profession and our science of Chemistry.
The IChO competition will take only two days of nine. All the rest time is expected to be used 
for networking. Hospitality is a true Russian feature, and I hope you will feel it and enjoy 
your stay in our country. Have a successful Olympiad. See you in Moscow in 2013.

Sincerely yours,
Valery Lunin

Dean of the MSU Chemistry Department, 
Academician of the Russian Academy of Sciences

I am most happy to welcome you at the MSU Chemistry Department. My best memories 
are associated with this place as well as with the International Olympiads I participated in. 
It is all about emotions: the thrill of getting to know a new country, the agitation of looking 
forward to the Olympiad, the anticipation of the results and, finally, the unbelievable feeling 
of being the winner. I sincerely wish you to live through these 10 days filled with bright 
impressions and exciting encounters.
Good luck in the contest.

Alexey Zeifman
MSU Chemistry department graduate,

the absolute winner of IChOs in 2004 and 2005

This oldest Russian university bears the name of an outstanding Russian scientist, encyclo-
pedist and chemist Mikhail Lomonosov, whose 300th anniversary was last year celebrated 
worldwide according to UNESCO decision.
Throughout its long history the University has gained recognition as one of the world scientific 
and educational centers, many famous scientists and researchers have graduated from here. 
Russian education these days is seeing significant changes with a major focus on higher 
education system. After joining the Bologna process in 2003 we have been taking special care 
of preserving the best traditions of national education: fundamental scientific background, ad-
vanced theoretical knowledge and practical skills. Still we highly value the broad international 
network we are a part of, which helps us taking contemporary challenges and exchanging 
the accumulated scientific expertise. The 45th International Chemistry Olympiad is just in line 
with these ambitions. So I do hope the Moscow State University will both give you a warm 
welcome and hospitality as the host of the Olympiad 2013, and hold a good platform for your 
achievements to help you in gaining a foothold on your future life. See you in Moscow!

Victor Sadovnichy
Rector of Lomonosov Moscow 

State University, 
Academician of the Russian Academy of Sciences

To participants and 
organizers of the 
45th International 
Chemistry Olympiad,

Dear friends and 
colleagues,

Dear friends,
It is going to be 
the third time Mos-
cow State University 
is hosting the Inter-
national Chemistry 
Olympiad.

Dear friends,

Contacts
45th IChO web-site:
www.icho2013.chem.msu.ru

45th IChO secretariat:
info@icho2013.chem.msu.ru

Catalyzer team
Lyudmila Levina,
Vladimir Golovner
Ivan Afanasyev
Elena Brandt
Anastasia Grigorieva



Boris Lukas Stolz
Switzerland
When I hear  “Russia” I 
imagine beatiful land-
scapes. I  also know it’s 
pretty cold here in win-

ter and there are a lot of mighty and 
crazy people. However I  really like 
people here! 

Suàrez Espinoza 
Costa Rica
We thought Russia was very 
different from Costa Rica. 
And so it is! We cross the 
street wherever we want. 

Here in Moscow we didn’t even know how 
to do it because the streets are so large! 
Luckily our guide showed us the underpass.

Kenneth Charles Hoffman 
Canada
mentor
— When I walked in here 
today and saw the stat-
ues of Mendeleev and 

Butlerov, I suddenly realized how cen-
tral Russian chemistry really is and how 
we tend to forget it.

№2
July 15, 2013

Out of 291 Olympiad participants 
this year 250 are male. 
Check out the Olympiad statistics with
“ICho in fi gures”, page 4 >>

It’s raining men!

7.30—8.30  
Breakfast

One of the dishes for breakfast was pancakes, 
Russian national product. Pancakes are easy to 
recognize for their round shape because they 
traditionally symbolize the Sun. Have some sunlight 
for breakfast!

8.30—9.30  
Transfer from 
Planernoye to 
MSU

Yesterday many of you were surprised by the width 
of Moscow streets. Today it’s time for a real impres-
sion. After entering the city your bus will for a while 
go along the Leningradskiy avenue. Look out, it’s the 
broadest street in Moscow (120 m wide).

10.00—12.00  
Opening 
Ceremony in the 
Fundamental 
Library of MSU

The Fundamental Library is the newest building of 
MSU. It was built in 2005 to celebrate the 250th 
anniversary of the University and is equipped with 
electronic reader service.

Warm wel-
come to the 
participants 
of the 45th 
International 
Chemistry 
Olympiad.

For many years this prestigious 
competition has contributed into 
popularizing scientific knowledge, 
helped awaken the interest for re-
search in children and young peo-
ple, found and supported young 
talents. We are most pleased 
to once again host it here, in Rus-
sia, in a country of traditionally 

strong chemical schools and rec-
ognized achievements in the field 
of chemistry.
Contest participants gathering 
at the Moscow State Universi-
ty these days will have to face 
a tough competition. To win you 
will need deep knowledge of the-
oretical and practitcal principles 
of modern chemistry, creativity 
and out-of-box thinking. I’m sure 
you will succeed with the tests 
and find the right keys to the 
problems.
Sergey Ivanov, Head of the President Ad-
ministration of the Russian Federation

Dear friends, Today is gonna be the day

>> continued on p. 2
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12.00-13.00 
Buffet dinner in 
MSU

MSU main building has a nice lobby with a huge statue 
of Ivan Michurin (FYI he was a biologist and selectionist). 
Those who study Russian may start reading wise sayings on 
the marble slabs.

13.30-18.00 
Moscow city 
tour

City sites is what your guides will show you. Catalyzer advis-
es you to count the means of transport you come across in 
Moscow streets. You’re likely to see buses, trams, trolley-
buses, motorcycles, a monorail road, bikes and scooters 
— everything but the metro, which is by the way the world’s 
most beautiful Underground.

18.00-19.00 
Transfer to 
Planernoye

Approaching the hotel you might notice that we’re stay-
ing at a suburb with a weirdly special name. The district 
is called Khimki which sounds pretty сlose to “Khimiki” 
which is a Russian for “chemists”. In fact the name has 
different origins, so it’s no more than a consonance — 
still a good one.

19.00-21.00 
Dinner

Have you ever tasted boiled buckwheat? Every now 
and then we meet foreigners who don’t know what it is, 
although it’s very popular in Russia. Hurry up! You might 
never have a chance to taste it again. Buckwheat is a 
brown-gray crop rich in phosphorus.

21.00-23.55 
Dance party

… and be sure the DJ plays at least one song of Ivan 
Dorn. He’s very popular in Russia and Ukraine and people 
say the music is really good.

On the fi rst day of the Olympiad Catalyzer met
delegations in MSU to greet,
talk and fi nd out how they
see the chemistry
world of today

United Kingdom
Guy Lewy, James Pinder

«British most famous chemist is Peter 
Wothers... Ok, ok, he’s our Observer. We’d 
say it’s Sir Humphry Davy because of 
his discoveries of alkali, and Michael 
Faraday of course»

Poland
Paulina Mieldzioс

«Every city and town in Poland has 
a street named after Maria Sklodows-
ka-Curie. We also have a lot named after 
Louis Pasteur, although he was not our 
guy. We’re also proud of our contribution 
into graphene studies, you know this 
new ultra-thin material. In 2010 our 
chemists together with Chinese and 
Russian colleagues managed to make a 
dimensional surface consisting of just a 
single layer of carbon atoms, that was 
a real leap!»

Costa Rica
Suàrez Espinoza

«I’m sure no one here knows that our country has its own 
version of periodic system»

USA
Olympiad History
The previous competition was held 
in Washington, D.C. on July 21 – 30. 
There were 34 gold, 59 silver and 
87 bronze medal winners.

Venezuela
Ricardo Mathison

«Our country invented the remedy for 
a chronic infection called Leprosy»

USA
Nobel Prize Winners
World leader by the number 
of Nobel Prize winners in 
Chemistry. 
Over 60 scientists from the 
USA were recognised world’s 
most talented chemists. 
The second in the list is 
Germany, the UK is the third. 
Will the next generations be 
able to repeat the success 
of ancestors?
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New Zealand
Andrew Rogers, Owen Curnow
«Our main strength is proteins, espe-
cially extracting value from milk and 
wool. By the way our country supplies 
20 thousand tons of butter to Russia 
annually»

Germany
Olympiad History
Last year 22 countries got the 
gold medals, but the absolute 
winner was Florian Berger from 
Germany, who got the maximum 
rate of 99.83 points.

Japan 
Akira Nagasawa,
Nobihiro Kihara

«We can’t really say who’s the 
most famous chemist of Japan. We 
have 7 Nobel Prize winners and 
they just all deal with different 
parts of chemistry, from con-
ductive polymers or ionisation 
methods to green fl uorescent pro-
tein. All of them are 21st century 
prizewinners»

Korea 
Olympiad History
Korea was the leader in the 
amount of gold medals in 2012. 
Four(!) students from this asian 
country brought the gold to their 
home.

Finland
Alisa Taskinen

«We’ve invented the AIB standard for food 
storage, it’s the set of rules how to handle food 
during delivery, storage, processing, distribution 
to prevent spoilage. 
Besides, Gadolinium when discovered in 1880, 
was named after Johan Gadolin, Finnish chemist. 
We also have streets named after him in several 
towns of Finland»

Сzech Republic, Slovakia
Olympiad History
Prague, the capital of former Czechoslovakia, was 
the fi rst country to host the International Chemistry 
Olympiade in 1968.

Switzerland
Boris Lukas Stolz

«The modern quantum Chemistry and the 
1st law of thermodynamics were invented 
in our country»
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Meet
Russian
Chemists

IChO in fi gures

What we thought it would be and what it really is

Alexander Butlerov
(1828-1886)

First steps in chemistry
As an undergraduate of a boarding school 
along with his friends got some black powder 
and detonated it. Was punished by teachers for 
three days: had to stand in the corner of the 
dining room while everyone was enjoying the 
lunch, with a ridiculous sign on his neck «A Great 
Chemist.»
Contribution to chemistry
A co-founder of the Theory of Organic Compounds 
Structure (1861). Explained the phenomenon of 
isomerism (1864). Discovered the principles of 
reversible isomerization (1862), laying down the 
foundations of tautomerism. 
Was the fi rst to study polymerization 
mechanisms in theory. Performed a number of 
important organic syntheses such as hexamine 
and formaldehyde polymer. He has also which 
ethyl alcohol from ethylene, that was the fi rst 
total synthesis of an artifi cial sweetener.
Interests
Teaching: founded the fi rst Russian school for 
Chemists.
Experiments in gardening, fl oriculture and 
agriculture.
Insects. Had one of the world’s best butterfl y 
collection. Has published a book about bees. 

Quote: “A good chemist should be able 
to make complicated glass devices by his 
own hands”

times the Inter-
national Chem-
istry Olympiad 
has been held 
since 1968

countries 
have hosted 
the Olympiad 
through 45 
years of its 
history

Catalyzer interviewed 34 IChO newcomers about what they thought and knew about Russia before 
coming and whether the reality met their expectations.

What Russian word can you say?

countries are 
taking part in 
the 45th IChO.

countries are new to IChO this 
year: Uzbekistan, El Salvador and 
FYR of Macedonia.

students are taking 
part in the IChO this 
year.

of them 
are girls. 

times  IChO was held in Russia, which is the maximal amount 
of Olympiads held in one and the same country. Two times out 
of fi ve took place in the USSR period. The Olympiad was also 
held 4 times in Hungary, 4 times in Germany / GDR, 3 times in 
former Czechoslovakia. 

school students have taken part 
in IChO over time. 
Note, that the amount of participants doubles 
every decade. There were 350 students who took 
part in the fi rst ten Olympiads, events number 11-
20 altogether hosted 760 people, events 21-30 
had 1480, then it went up to 2300 participants at 
the 31st - 40th Olympiads. 
The 41st to 45th events already had 1380 people.

countries: Czecho-
slovakia, Poland 
and Hungary, have 
took part in the 
very fi rst Olympiad 
in 1968

is the maximal amount 
of the Absolute Winners 
a country has ever had at 
IChO in the Third Milleni-
um (since 2001), and the 
country was China. The 
second on the list is Rus-
sia, it has had two abso-
lute winners within these 
twelve years.

Contacts
45th IChO web-site:
www.icho2013.chem.msu.ru

45th IChO secretariat:
info@icho2013.chem.msu.ru

Catalyzer team
Lyudmila Levina
Vladimir Golovner
Ivan Afanasyev

Lena Brandt
Anastasia Grigorieva
Lena Yudina

нет / no – 7 answers
да / yes – 6
привет / hey – 6
здравствуйте / hello – 5 пожалуйста / please – 4

спасибо / thank you – 4

разрешите мне передать горячий, горячий привет / let me send a warm, warm regard — 1

я немного говорю по-русски / 
I speak Russian a little — 1

ванна / a bath — 1до свидания / good bye – 2
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Swiss and Liechten-
stein mentors about 
the new generation 
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Kremlin stars 
under chemical 
examination
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8.00-9.00 Breakfast Taste the white cheese pudding. White cheese (aka cottage cheese or curds) isn’t very popular outside Russia, and 
this way of cooking is just exclusive. We add semolina and sour cream so that the dish tastes like pudding.

9.00-12.00 Free time Breathe the air of freedom before the experimental tour starts.

12.00-13.00 Lunch Try borsch. It’s Russians’ and Ukrainians’ favorite red beetroot soup.

13.00-14.00 Transfer to Kremlin When entering the city our bus crosses a river. It’s the same river you saw yesterday near the Red Square. Moskva 
river twists a good deal across Moscow, so you can even try to count how many times you’ll cross it today.

14.30-17.30 Tour around Kremlin Most muscovites don’t even know that there’s a new attraction in Kremlin: a helicopters pad in the corner of the 
ancient fortress with two helicopters belonging to President Putin and Premier Medvedev.

17.30-18.00 Walking around 
Alexandrovsky

Walking around the Alexandrovsky garden ask the guide how is this possible that there’s a river right under your 
feet.

18.00-19.00 Transfer to Planernoye So, how many times have you crossed the Moskva river today?

19.00-20.00 Safety training before 
the experimental tour

Just listen.

20.00-21.30 Dinner Try boiled potatoes with dill, Russians love it both as garnish and main course.

Today is gonna be the day | Catalyzer’s tips

Periodical system turned out to 
be widely used among chemists 
as a fashion design template. Pe-
ter Wothers  wearing his favorite 
Mendeleev-style tie at the 45th 
IChO Opening Ceremony.

>> see page 2

Now it all ties up



IChO Opening Ceremony A Country in Brief Every day Catalyzer picks 

After the Opening ceremony folks were wondering what the foot-tapping 
Cossacks were singing about. Catalyzer tried to transliterate and translate 
the song so that you could try and sing it.

The song lyrics
How you can sort of pronounce that 
all if you’re an English-speaker

Розпрягайте, хлопцi, коней,
Тай лягайте спочивать,
А я пiду в сад зелений,
В сад криниченьку копать.

Маруся раз, два, три, калина,
Чорнявая дiвчина
В саду ягоду рвала...
и т.д.

Rose-pray-guy-tea chloe-p-tsi co-nay
Thai lie-guy-tea spore-cheer-watt
Are ya pea-doo f sard zee-lonely
V sard crane-itching-coo co-part

Morose-say Ross! Dwarf! Tree! call-
leaner
Chir-narwal dif-chin-are
F sudden ya-go-door-wall-are...

>> from page 1
Cossack choir and Russian folk music brought a certain Slavic zest into the 
international ceremony. The big hall of the Fundamental Library aka “MSU 
Think Tank” was decorated with ethnic suits of 77 countries. 
The MSU Rector Victor Sadovnichy wished success to the whole Olympic movement. 
Chemistry faculty Dean Valery Lunin promised the contestants will like the tests.
Chairman of the IChO International Steering Committee, Peter Wothers 
confessed that what has always amazed him most about chemistry was 
Mendeleev’s great beard, and afterwards showed his tie designed in the 
periodical system style.

The French team consists of four friendly guys. Two of them are from Paris, 
the other two come from Clermont. We asked them to tell us about each other.

Team about Dorian Canham 
He’s the eldest guy of the team. He’s good at chemistry and physics. Except 
science he’s interested in badminton and music. Fond of organic food. 
Dorian on his country’s great inventions in chemistry: “The coolest ones 
were Antoine Lavoisier who studied mass changes during chemical reactions, and 
Yves Chauvin who developed methods of synthesis in organic chemistry”

Alexander Rodenberg
Germany 
Those Cossacks’ funny dancing are 
very thrilling. I suppose Cossacks 
were singing about life, partying 
and drinking... What impressed me 
was russian «balalaika». And I can’t 
deny that Russian musicians are re-
ally talented. 

Tas Yusoontorn 
Thailand
Now I know Russian people are pretty 
good dancers. Cossacks were really im-
pressive and energetic. I was especially 
shocked when they were doing it with 
those sharp swords. Russian women were 
beautiful and their dresses were very pe-
culiar. 

And the meaning:
Guys, unhitch your horses

And go to bed,
As to me, I’ll go out into the 

green garden
To try and dig a well

Marusya, one two three. 
arrowwood,

A black-haired girl
Was picking up the berries

etc.

a random delegation and goes to meet the team. 

Team about Valdo Tatitscheff: He’s the tallest of us! He enjoys table tennis. He’s 
keen on music, he can even compose... He likes singing and whistling!
Valdo on chemistry education in France: “The level of chemistry is a little low, 
it is not as good as it should be. We begin to study chemistry at the age of 15 or 16 and 
I think it is really a little late. The subject is compulsory. But what I really like about 
chemistry in France is that there is a lot of organic chemistry!”

Team about Clement Robert: He enjoys climbing. Unlike many Europeans he 
really likes reading books, especially science-fi ction.
Clement chooses the most typical frenchman of his team: “The most 
typical would probably be Valdo, because he is a bit impatient, sometimes complains 
a lot; he also likes cheese and wine, and he is very romantic... :)

Team about Jean Michallad: He loves asking questions. He enjoys volleyball 
and is pretty good at playing violin.
Jean on how he’d like to contribute to chemistry: “I  want to work 
with solar energy. Using modern 
materials I want to get more energy 
out of the sun”

Loving Chemistry in French 
Mild version J’adore la chimie 
Tough version J’abhorre tous 
que la chimie

Fhilip Zoran Ilievski
FYR of Macedonia 
It was a great show. As I’m fond 
of russian culture I heard the 
song Cossacks were singing, the 
one about the horses, so I was 
very excited. We also know your 
national song “Kalinka”... By the 
way, what does Kalinka actually 
mean?



Records | Moscow Tour

What’s chemistry coming to?
Catalyzer regularly talks to mentors about how they see the present and the future of chemistry, 
chemical education and the role of their country in the world scientific progress.

The future of chemistry
Basil: Chemistry is obviously getting more and 

more merged with other sciences: material scienc-
es, biology. Most probably it’s fi nally stop existing 
for its own sake. The only purely chemical science 
might be organic synthesis.

Lucia: Wait, there’s always pure chemistry in the 
base of everything. But I agree that the research are 
moving towards studying something that can be 
directly applied.

Sebastian: And I, as a theoretician, will say that 
chemistry is moving towards becoming a predictive 
science rather than empirical. Maybe in 50 years 
there will just be a super computer building mole-
cules, so the chemistry will all be in interfaces. 

Basil: Yeah! It will be amazing if we get able to 
predict the reaction rather than conduct it.

Michelle: Haha, i hope i can see this before I die.

Fields of human activity where chemistry 
will gain importance

Michelle: Green and sustainable energy. 
Sebastian: Food and additives.
Lucia: Pharmaceuticals.
Basil: It would also be cool if chemistry devel-

oped in connection with  information processing, 

you know, if it can be silicon-based...

The substance your country is associated 
with

Lucia: Well, in Liechtenstein chemistry is not 
very developed. We can’t say the substance.

Basil: Why not lignin?
Lucia: Oh, right, lignin. It’s the thing you get from 

wood, something like resin.
Basil: You can use it to print banknotes. Which 

Liechtemstein is obviously doing!
— And Switzerland?
Sebastian: Well, LSD was invented in our coun-

try... 
Michelle: Erm... Maybe chocolate is better?

Country’s recent discoveries and 
future role

Basil: In the last couple of decades 
we’ve got two Nobel Prizes: Richard R. 
Ernst got it for developing nuclear mag-
netic resonance spectroscopy and Kurt 
Wüthrich was awarded for determining 
the three-dimensional structure of biolog-
ical macromolecules in animal proteins. So 
if we keep doing what we’re doing I guess 
we’ll be in charge of fi ne chemicals and 
biotech.

What makes a good chemist?
Passion.

The new generation of chemists
Basil: This generation is different in a way that 

these guys are more willing to accept computation-
al theoretical studies than the old professors tend 
to do. So chemistry is going to become more about 
bio interfaces. I still see people who don’t believe 
computer simulations of natural processes, they say 
“show us the actual experiment”. That’s going to 
gradually disappear, people will get used to com-
putational modeling type of world and that’s what 
predictive sciences will look like. Quote: “Make your 
students swim in deep waters, at least those who 
fl oat are of promise”

Basil Wicky,
Sebastian Keller, 
Switzerland

Lucia Meier,
Michelle Frei,
Liechtenstein

Gatis Ogle from Latvia 
was sure the Red 
square would be pretty 
red. 
A common misbelief 
about Red Square 
is that it’s called so 

Croatian Filip Kozlina said the Kremlin “was smaller 
than he thought it would be, but still amazing and 
really beautiful”. He compared Red Square with the 
main square in his native town and found Red Square 
pretty big.

Swiss team reported they feel very small near Lenin’s 
Mausoleum, because they “feel the pressure of history at 
this place”. 
No wonder Lenin Mausoleum size and construction are so 
oppressive. Made of reinforced concrete with brick walls, 
lined with granite, decorated with marble, quartzite and 
labrador, the Mausoleum has a 100m² Hall inside and a 
60-ton (!) granite slab.
Maria Fala, Cyprus: «I liked the architecture of Moscow, 
there are totally different buildings. Ones are very old, 
others are new, and they’re all mixed! I’d like to come back”.

because of the brick color. In fact the modern Russian 
word “red” — красный [krassny] — used to mean 
“beautiful” in the old Russian, so the square was in 
fact called awesome.

Bana Josipa Jelačića square 
is the main city square of 
Zagreb named after Croatian-
born Austrian commander and 
Croatian ban (governor). 

photo by Ada Maria Krzak, Denmark
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Сhemical composition

What we thought it would be and what it really is

Vladimir Markovnikov
(1837—1904)

First steps in chemistry
Studied law at Kazan University, but then got 
impressed by practical studies in the chemical 
laboratory guided by Alexander Butlerov and 
сhanged for the science department.

Contribution to chemistry
Investigated the mutual influence of atoms in 
organic compounds. In 1869 formulated the 
rules of pathway for the reactions of substitution, 
elimination and addition on the double bond and 
the isomerization depending on the chemical 
structure (Markovnikov’s rules). 
In 1883 discovered a whole new class of organic 
compounds — naphthenes. 
Proved the existence of cycles with the carbon 
atoms number from 3 to 8. 
Was the first to synthesize cyclobutanedicarboxylic 
acid (1879), and cyclic ketone — suberon (1889).

Interests
Investigated the composition of Caucasian oils, 
derived a number of individual substances from 
them.
Took the first attempt to chemically classify the 
oils.
Organized a health service in the army during the 
Russian—Turkish War of 1877—78.
Studied the nature of salt lakes (geology).

Quote: “Make your students swim in deep 
waters, at least those who fl oat are of promise”

Catalyzer interviewed IChO guests about the hosting country.
Which thing is extremely necessary to be taken to Russia? (number of answers)

Cu The fi rst stars of 
the Moscow Kremlin towers 
were made of high-alloy 
stainless steel and red 
copper. 

W Lamps. 5 kW. Each 
has 2 paralleled tungsten 
wires to backup if one 
burns out.

H2O But they quickly faded 
because of rain and snowfalls, besides 
they looked awkward in the overall 
composition of the Kremlin. In 1937 
they were replaced by new glowing 
stars made of ruby glass.

×3 Triple glazing: crystal glass; 
milk glass — 2 mm thick to scatter light and 
hide the tungsten wire of the lamps; covered 
by ruby glass, 6-7 mm thick, 500m² used. 
Contains selenium. 

CrSteel backbone in the shape 
of a multi-faceted pyramid.
Framework: stainless steel.

SiStar arms: lower density glass at the 
ends to scatter light.  Initially there was an 
idea to put several lamps inside the star, but 
it was fi nally given up,  so the star structure 
helps scatter light better and the lamp itself is 
surrounded by many glass prisms.

~To safeguard the stars against overheating 
there’s a special vent system with air fi ltering 
and two fans, one of which is a stand-by.

*Self-contained power protects from power 
cut-off.

umbrella — 7 sweater — 5 passport — 4 dictionary — 2 map — 2

teddy bear — 2 gumboots — 1 repellent — 1 calculator — 1 food — 1

*What’s amazing is that each star 
can spin like a weathercock, although 
each weighs over a ton. 

XYZ 3,75m long 
(end-to-end). Wind pressure up 
to 200 kgs/m².

warm 

AuGilt. 40 micron thin. 
11 kilograms of gold was used 
to cover the frame of all stars.

Se In the bright sunlight the red 
color of the stars would appear black. To 
avoid that engineers used to add gold to 
get the necessary ruby color. But selenium 
is cheaper and gives a deeper color. 

            In the middle 
of each star there used to 
be a hammer-sickle sym-
bol made of semi-pre-
cious stones covered 
with gold.

spicy korean 

  Spasskaya

Tower Star

 You had a chance to see 

it in
 the Red Square

Contacts
45th IChO web-site:
www.icho2013.chem.msu.ru

45th IChO secretariat:
info@icho2013.chem.msu.ru

Catalyzer team
Lyudmila Levina
Vladimir Golovner

Ivan Afanasyev
Lena Brandt

Anastasia Grigorieva
Lena Yudina



“Birthday is my best 
accomplishment 
here” 
Lamanto Valerio
celebrates 18
on page 2 >> 

A typical citizen
is a driver
Meet the New Zea-
land Olympiad team
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Burn after reading
Something you’d
better not know 
about chemical 
weapon
page 4 >> 
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7.00-8.00 Breakfast We in Russia have an idiom: when you can’t do a thing or do it with diffi culty, people will say “You’ve eaten too little porridge”. In Russian 
it sounds like “Каши мало ел” [car-she marla yell]. Guys, you’ll face a big challenge in MSU today, eat more porridge! By the way, while 
English porridge is traditionally made of oats, here in Russia we cook it with everything: rice, semolina, peas, pearl barley and millet.

8.00-9.30 Transfer 
to MSU

Spend some quality time on your way, prepare for the experimental tour. Russian students have a superstition: if you put a 5 rouble 
coin inside your shoe (under the heel), you’ll have luck at the exam. There’s no statistics on how this thing works with Olympiads, 
so you can check for yourself.

10.00-15.00 Experi-
mental tour, MSU

Both sides of the entrance to the faculty are marked with two statues of great Russian chemists: Mendeleev and Butlerov. Again there’s 
a superstition: touch Mendeleev’s foot to succeed in non-organic chemistry exam, for organic chemistry go touch Butlerov’s feet.

15.00-17.00 Lunch 
in MSU

There are 37 food points over the whole area of MSU, the main building alone has 5 canteens. Enjoy not only the meal, but the atmosphere of 
the place, which was designed at the time when Soviet Union was launching the fi rst spaceman Gagarin and developing nuclear energy.

17.00-18.30 Transfer 
to Circus

You’ll most probably have a chance to see the famous Moscow traffi c jams.

19.00-22.00 Circus 
Performance

You’re lucky to be visiting one of the oldest — still the coolest — circuses in Russia. In front of it there’s an unusual monument 
to a great clown Yuri Nikulin with a permanent queue to take a picture. The third superstition for today — rub his nose for luck.

22.00-23.00 Transfer to Planernoye, dinner... This is where we run out of space!

Today is gonna be the day | Catalyzer’s tips

After claiming that playing football 
is a must for every male citizen 
of El Salvador, Salvadorans took 
the fi eld and indeed showed
a great game. 

>> see page 2

Salvadorans walk the talk



Salvadorans walk the talk “Getting 1 kg of cesium for
birthday would be pretty cool”

According to the names on T-shirts among players from Armenia, Lithuania, 
Turkmenistan, Kyrgyzstan, Poland, Venezuela and Sweden there were real 
stars: Alberto, Peru (№9) and Argentinian Del Grosso (№10). The fans were 
delighted to greet Real’s halfback Angel Di Maria (№7) who came to play, 
although very soon turned out to be an Azerbaijani Balagardash Bashirov. 
The same happened to the player named Jesus Christ, on whose behalf, 
as it turned out, a Salvadoran Rodrigo Dueňas was playing. 

Catalyzer was watching Salvadorans pretty closely. The thing is the evening 
before in an interview to us they’ve claimed that football is their country’s 
national sport and real El Salvador male citizens are great at football. 

Let’s say El Salvador did not let us down. 
No sooner said than done, in  one 
of  the games Rodrigo José was 
the one to score the decisive 
goal, in yet another game his 
compatriot Edwin Ariel did the 
same. By noon Catalyzer jour-
nalists — to their amazement 
— spotted a girl at the pitch. A 
beautiful representative of Swit-
zerland named Josephine Pratiwi was 
chasing the ball in sandals, easily beating 
the guys. “Weren’t you afraid to play against her?” — we asked a virtuoso 
Venezuelan Johel Arteaga. “Not me, because we’re in one team, but other 
teams really should! — he said. — Yeah, playing football with girls is actually 
pretty awesome”.

>> from page 1
Yesterday morning the future сhemistry gurus proved science is not their 
only strong point. The pre-dinner break was enough for over a half of all 
IChO male Olympians to show up at the pitch. Multinational teams played 
in the come-and-go “sudden death” mode, meaning that every match was 
played  until the fi rst scored goal.

Valerio Lamanto appears to be 
a fi ne judge of strict and logi-
cal beauty. Maybe this is why 
he doesn’t normally celebrate 
his birthdays. “What’s the point, 
if I want to have a party I can any-
way have it”, he says. 
When Valerio turned 18 on July 
17th he didn’t even care for phone 
calls (left his cellphone back at 
home in Italy). But since Russia is 
one of the countries he’s always 
wanted to visit, this birthday, Vale-
rio admits, looks a little like cele-
bration.

— Eighteen years old in Italy mean you’re 
of age — with all that it implies. It also 
means that in a year I’ll be fi nishing 
school and when I do, I’ll try to enter Scu-
ola Normale Superiore in Pisa.
— I can’t say that much changed over this 
year since my last birthday. But one thing 
is defi nitely different: I’m here at IChO. I 
didn’t get there last year, even though I 
applied and was the fourth in my country. 
This time I was luckier.
— I love organic chemistry. There’s so 
much beauty in these reactions, they’re 
logical, yet complicated, and  this all 
challenges me incredibly.

— There is a person I admire, his name 
is, I mean was Alan Turing. The father of 
computation and the fi rst guy to realise 
what we can do with electronics! Only 
his destiny is something I wouldn’t like 
to repeat.
— If I could get a Nobel Prize, I’d love 
to get it for inventing a cure for cancer. 
Though I don’t think it’s possible, I’m 
not very much into pharmaceuticals, I’m 
more about theory and I don’t really care 
how it’s applied.
— My favorite chemical reaction is Flu-
orine + Cesium, because it’s intense. It 
goes between the strongest metal and 
non-metal elements, it gives out no gas, 
it can go at low temperature and it gives 
the beautiful proper fl ame. 
— If I could get a free ticket, I’d go to Ice-
land. Ice, fi re, you see, I like contrasts :)
— The substance I’d like to be associated 
with is tungsten. Because it has the high-
est melting temperature ever. It never 
fuses.
— I haven’t celebrated birthday for 5 or 
6 years. I don’t even remember what it is 
to get presents, except for birthday cards. 
I don’t know what present I’d like to get... 
What? A kilogram of cesium? Haha, well, 
sounds nerdy, but that actually would be 
pretty cool!

Valerio Lamanto, Italy
18 years old
Born: Rive, a small village
80 km from Turin
Lives with his family:mother,
father and a younger sister.
Speaks Italian and English
Studies chemistry for 3 years. 
Believes it to be the second purest 
science after physics.



Kremlin insights

A Country in Brief New Zealand
Every day Catalyzer picks a random delegation and goes to meet the team.

Olympians shared what they discovered during the Kremlin tour. 
Catalyzer shares something too.

The New Zealand team consists of three 
guys and one girl. We asked them to 
introduce each other.
Team about Cindy: Cindy is the only girl in the 

team. She can play viola.
Cindy on her country’s great in-

ventions in chemistry: Ernest Ruth-
erford who was born in New Zealand 

postulated planetary model for atomic structure. 
He was the fi rst chemist to try splitting up an atom 
and it’s nucleus.

Cindy chooses the most typical New Zealander 
of her team: Probably Frank probably, because he 
is pretty relaxed and he really creative in the way 
he solves problems. Besides, Frank drives, although 
he’s pretty young. 

Team about Frank: Frank is very smart. And has 
an amazing talent to sleep in different 
places — in the bus, in the plane, at the 
station — mostly everywhere! 

Frank fi nds differences between 
Moscow and his own city: Moscow University is so 
huge comparing to Portland, where the university is 
all spread-out, so the buildings can be located all 
over the city. And your transport seems a bit more 
effi cient than ours.

Team about Ka Yin Keniel Yao: Keniel 
plays saxophone, he’s fond of music. 
He dreams of inventing a time-ma-
chine, because he’d like to use his 

time more effi ciently. He wants it to be 
made of radioactive compounds because this would 
be real fun. 

Keniel about his favorite substance: Lumines-
cent substances because they shine in the dark and 
I like this blue light. 

Team about Scott Huang: Scott is very quiet. 
He enjoys playing badminton! He is re-

ally very good at maths.
Scott on chemistry education in 

New Zealand: Children start studying 
chemistry at 13 or 14 years, and it is com-

pulsory until they are 16. We have 5 science classes 
a week and 2 of them are chemistry lessons.

Alexander Matthew Turner, Australia 
We’ve learnt a lot about Russian 

medieval history today, I was sur-
prised to learn that there wasn’t 
just one Kremlin in Moscow, there 

are a lot of kremlins all over Russia.

Kim Kristian Kuntze, Finland 
It was very curious to know that 
Catherine the Great had about 
15000 dresses and over 1500 

carriages.

Roman Beránek, Czech Republic 
We’ve learnt that Ivan the Great Bell 
Tower is the highest building in Mos-
cow Kremlin, it’s over 60 meters high. 

And the icon wall there is also very high 
and really impressive. We also noticed Russians really like 
gold, there are so many golden things there in Kremlin. 
And the size of those treasures is a bit... enormous!

Priscila Vensaus, Paula Borovik, 
Nicolas,  Nicolas Del Grosso, 

Lautaro Vogt, Argentina

Amani Mahdiyar, Heidari Hirbod, 
Iran

Amani Mahdiyar, Heidari Hirbod, 
Iran

Ada Maria Krzak, Denmark

            The word "kremlin" itself means "a steep bank" 
and was used for Russian fortresses built on river 
banks. The most famous Russian kremlins are situated 
in Moscow, Pskov, Novgorod, Nizhny Novgorod, Kolom-
na, Tula, Kazan, Rostov, Astrakhan and Ryazan.

             The height of the Bell Tower is in fact over 
80 meters. After it was built in 16-17th century, there 
was a longtime ban prohibiting the construction 

             Catherine (Ekaterina) the Great (1729-1796) 
was a Russian Empress whose court is known for 
particular splendor.

of buildings higher than it. So till the turn of 18th 
century it really was the tallest building in Moscow.
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What kind of souvenirs did you buy? 

Happy Birthday!

Nikolay Zinin
(1812-1880)

First steps in chemistry
Was studying maths at the University of Kazan, when 
his rector, an outstanding mathematician Nikolay 
Lobachevsky, persuaded Zinin to do with chemistry. 
You  could think it was a fail for a young guy to be 
advised not to keep on with maths by a great math-
ematician of his days. But in fact Lobachevsky said: 
“If you’re brilliant at math, you’ll be good in chemistry, 
and we are now in a great need for chemists”.

Contribution to chemistry
In 1842 discovered the reduction of aromatic nitro 
сompounds into aromatic amines (Zinin reaction). 
Basing on it, synthesized aniline. Zinin’s syntheses 
became the basis for creating the industry of syn-
thetic dyes, explosives, pharmaceuticals, fragrances. 
He discovered the hydrazobenzene regrouping when 
exposed to acids  and called it “benzo-benzidine rear-
rangement” In 1852 synthesized isothiocyanate acid 
allylether, сommonly called “volatile mustard oil”. 
Discovered ureides (1855).

Interests
Contemporaries about Zinin: “Chemistry, mineralo-
gy, botany, geology, astronomy, physiology, — he was 
familiar with all that, and fundamentally. He had 
amazing memory — he would quoted whole pages of 
Schiller in German and in translation”.

Quote: “Your Alfred Nobel just snatched the 
dynamite from under our noses!”
Alfred Nobel, the future inventor of dynamite, 
was Zinin’s countryside neighbor and saw 
Zinin’s experiments with nitroglycerin.

magnets — 12 Moscow view — 7
mugs — 4 T-shirt — 2

nothing — 4

khokhloma-style spoon, egg (Faberge imitation), matryoshka — 1

Burn after reading
By Jan Apotheker, member OPCW Temporary Working Group

on education and outreach, chair organization IChO 2002, Groningen

All substances are fairly common. Pseudoephedrine is the active substance in some cough syrups, 
originally extracted from Chinese plant Ephedra. Thiodiglycol is used for water-based dyes in cloth 
manufacturing industry, especially in developing countries, as well as for printing inks and felt-tipped 
pens.  Isopropanol is the main component in glass cleaners and a solvent for many innocent purpos-
es.  ˜ -lactone is a widely used industrial detergent. 
Now check out related compounds. 

It shouldn’t take you too long to fi gure out how to convert compounds in chart 1 into those of chart 2. 
The trouble is that compounds in chart 2 are respectively: mustard gas, methamphetamine (crys-
tal meth), sarin and gamma hydroxyl butyric acid (party drug GHB). As you can guess, all four are 
dangerous and strictly forbidden in most countries of the world.
Not only chemicals pose these problems. Whole chemical plants can be misused in much the same 
way. This is what has happened several times over the last 30 years, when certain countries have sup-
plied to others equipment then used to produce weapons and toxins like mustard gas, sarin and VX.
The problem of the dual use of chemicals (for both innocent purposes and doing harm to others) 
is rather ethical than scientifi c. How does the international community deal with the problem? 

>> To be continued in the next issue.

How is chemical weapon made

postcards with

Fang Haitian,
student, Singapore

Alex Eremin,
organizer, Russia

Is there anything in common between 
thiodiglycol, pseudoephedrine, and 

isopropanol or ˜ -lactone? 
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7.30-9.00 Breakfast

protects their eye from being poked out... When you see Russians doing it, don’t try to repeat, it’s dangerous.

10.00 Transfer to Plane-
tarium 
11.20-14.30 Excursion to 
the Moscow Planetarium

Planetarium is a special place to show stars and planets. Moscow Planetarium is one of the oldest in the world (since 1929). 
In 2011 it was reconstructed and now it’s one of the trendiest places in Moscow. Getting there is not easy, there’s always 
a queue. Must-see: the world’s most powerful projector in the Star Hall. Must-do: try and guide the giant robot arm in the 
interctive hall. Look through the largest public telescope in Moscow. Note that the building of the Planetarium is built in the 
shape of a giant egg which makes it a world-class architectural monument.

14.30 Lunch in Planetarium Well... Hard to say. None of us has ever eaten in Planetarium.

15.30-17.30
Moscow Zoo

Moscow Zoo is one of the biggest in the world and it’s already 150 years old. Must-see: a red panda that looks just like the “Kung 
Fu Panda” (a unique species in Russia), Father David’s deer (they don’t exist in the wild). Say hello to the suricates. Taste Moscow ice-
cream (for some reason in the Zoo it’s incredibly delicious).

17.30 Transfer to 
Planernoye

19.00-21.30 Dinner

Taste the beetroot salad or “винегрет” [win-a-grate]. It’s a Russian national salad with a French name (comes from “vinai-
gre” — vinegar), made of simple vegetables: beetroot, potatoes, carrots, peas. Russians love it so much that the name became 
a common word for... a mess in one’s head. When you see a person doing something stupid like solving glycine in cyclohex-
ane, tell him: “You’ve got Russian salad in your head” / У тебя в голове винегрет! [Ooh tea-birth-f-goal-of-hay win-a-grate!]









7.00-8.00
Breakfast of serotonin an important brain neurotransmitter. Tryptophan has the antidepressant effect and eliminates anxiety.

9.15
Theoretical exam your hair before the exam, or shave, or cut your nails, or take out the garbage, or step out of bed onto the right foot.  On the contrary, what 

friend is supposed to respond «To hell!» / К черту [k-chir-too]

16.00
Lunch

Try cabbage rolls with milled potatoes, mushrooms, onions, carrots and buckwheat. In Russian they are called “ленивые голубцы” [lay-
near-vow-yeah gull-loop-zee], which means “lazy” because you don’t have to do much to cook them.

17.30
Transfer to MSU

Did you know Moscow’s one of the world’s greenest megapolises? There are 12 million trees which makes it about a tree per person. The most 
popular of them are poplar, linden and birch tree. The black-and-white birch tree is a symbol of Russia (see page 4).

19.00-22.00
Re-union party 
(boat trip), 
Dinner — BBQ or 
buffet aboard

TAKE WARM CLOTHES! Otherwise you’ll get very cold, it’s windy on the river.
There are three things you need to know about the Moskva river. First: it’s not called after the city, but vice versa. Second: if you sail 

If you wave your hands from the boat at people on the bank, they’ll think you’re Moscow high-school graduates, they’re known to be 
doing it every year in late July.







Chemical compositionChemical composition



9.00-10.00
Breakfast

Follow the famous proverb: “Eat your breakfast, share your lunch with a friend and give your dinner to your enemy”. So eat your breakfast like a king. Focus 
on proteins and carbohydrates, you’re going to have a lot of physical activity today. The menu offers rice or buckwheat porridge and French beans.

10.30-12.30
14.30-16.30
Paintball & 
“Adventure” 
game

To play paintball a la Russe use the following vocabulary: Ура! [ooh-rah!] “hooray!” — the word doesn’t have a meaning, but you should cry 
it out with all your might when you’re going into the assault or want to frighten the enemy with a false maneuver; Мочи! [Moe-cheer!] ”dip 
in liquid” —  If you want your partner to shoot; Ёшкин кот! [Your-skin caught!] 
quite happy about what’s going on. You can use it when a maneuver fails. Не тормози! [knit-tar-muz-zee] «don’t lag!» — If the partner is 
doing something too slowly. At the end of the game embrace your enemy, pat him on the shoulder and say: Брателло! [bra-teller] — “bro”.

13.00 Lunch Try the Tartar azu, a traditional dish of one of Russian nations. Fried pieces of meat stewed with carrots, potatoes, onions and tomatoes.

16.30-18.00
Free time

Here are a few ways to spend your free time a la Russe. If you care for some privacy you can, as we say, «go for mushrooms» — “идти по грибы” [eat-

believed that it came up at MSU campus. Ask your guide to teach you.

18.00
Dinner

If you want a Russian tea party you can use two ways of drinking tea: 1) With lumps of sugar. Sugar is not put into the cap, you bite a little 
piece of it before every sip and chew with a crunch; 2) «White Tea»: tea is drunk in a usual way, but you don’t add neither tea nor sugar :)

21.00
Disco party

In Russia, especially in the backblocks, there is a disco tradition: all dancers put their bags in a big heap, make a circle around it and dance 
without changing location. Thus personal belongings are watched and protected.









8.00-8.30
Breakfast

the bun.

9.00-14.00 Transfer 
and recreation in 
“Kwa-Qua Park”

To get a black belt in Kwa-Qua-parking (the name comes from Russian version of the frog’s “ribbit-ribbit”), you need to pass at least 

water supermountain «Tsunami». After that, you can relax in the beach area and get your bruised body massaged in the jacuzzi.

15.00 Lunch What else came to Russian menu from other countries: Apple strudel from Austria; Polish sauce «Viennese» 
meatballs from Austria; Eclair cake (éclair) from France. See at lunch.

14.00-18.00
Free time

If you have an opportunity to get to Moscow, be sure not to miss the metro. It’s believed to be the world’s most beautiful 
underground. Go down and see for yourself!
What else you should try to see in Moscow: Ostankino Tower the Arbat 
pedestrian street, Moscow’s oldest tree (600 years old) in Kolomenskoye park, the largest Ferris wheel in Eastern Europe (73 
meters) at the VDNKH, Russia’s largest temple of Christ the Savior. 

20.00 Dinner What else came to Russian menu from other countries: Greek salad from Greece; Croissants from France; Buffalo chicken wings from the USA. 
See at dinner.









8.00-8.30
Breakfast

Russian word for breakfast is “zavtrak” and it’s coming from 
the word “zavtra” — tomorrow.

9.00-12.00
Free time

Those who stay at the hotel are invited to the main 

12.00 Lunch We call lunch “обед” [awe-bed] which has the same 
root as food / “еда”. Be careful, leave some room for the 
evening buffet.

13.00 Transfer 
to MSU, 
15.00 Closing 
ceremony

This might be your last chance to see Moscow from 
Vorobyovy hills, the best city lookout.

18.30 Transfer 
to the Farewell 
Banquet, 
19.00 Farewell 
Banquet

A Russian proverb says: “You meet people by clothes, but 

we were greeting you with your national clothes. We’re 
seeing you off with regards to your intelligence.



















Yuyang Dong (China)

Weiwei Sun (China)

Chun-Yi Chen (Chinese Taipei)

JOON YOUNG HONG (Korea)

Zhihao Cui (China)

Gergo Salyi (Hungary)

Chi-won Hwang (Korea)

Štefanko Dominik (Slovakia)

Sergei Kuzovchikov (Belarus)

Nikita Shlapakov (Russia)

Chih-Chun Pai (Chinese Taipei)

Anlong Chua (Singapore)

Kairat Ashim (Kazakhstan)

Michał Magott (Poland)

Phan Quang Dung (Vietnam)

Dong-Han Shin (Korea)

GADAM MYRATGELDIYEV (Turkmenistan)

Yuxin Cao (Singapore)

Yongjie Lin (Singapore)

Oleksandr Vyhivskyi (Ukraine)

David Lu Liang (United States)

Eszter Szekely (Hungary)

Surya Sai Ritwik Nimmagadda (India)

Parth Shah (India)

Jiratheep Pruchyathamkorn (Thailand)

Runpeng Liu (United States)

Andriy Stelmakh (Ukraine)

Azim Amanzholov (Kazakhstan)

Ching-Ting Tsai (Chinese Taipei)

Mykyta Onizhuk (Ukraine)

Tomasz Damian Kudłacz (Poland)

Bekhzodbek Boltaev (Uzbekistan)

Evgeny Gulyak (Russia)

Felix Eder (Austria)

Stephen I-Ming Ting (United States)

Peiyao Wu (China)

Piotr Krzysztof Wróbel (Poland)

Balagardash Cabrayil Bashirov (Azerbaijan)

Le Duc Viet (Vietnam)

Roman Beránek (Czech Republic)

Tas Yusoontorn (Thailand)

Jin Wook Rhyu (Korea)

Maximilian Keitel (Germany)

Artem Boichuk (Russia)

Morian Sonnet (Germany)

Saaket Agrawal (United States)

Mustafa Başaran (Turkey)

Peter Bolgar (Hungary)

Xiaotian Li (Norway)

Feng Zhou (New Zealand)

I-Hsiang Li (Chinese Taipei)

Mahdiyar Amani Tehrani (Iran)

Adam Přáda (Czech Republic)

Avishek Das (India)

MARIA ANDREEA FILIP (Romania)

Alexander Matthew Turner (Australia)

Samuel Jacob Alsop (Australia)

TOSHIYA FUKUNAGA (Japan)

Nejc Čeplak (Slovenia)

Ryan Bagus Fitradi (Indonesia)

Watchara Ouysinprasert (Thailand)

KOICHI OKAMOTO (Japan)

Martin Reiterer (Austria)

Kamil Maršálek (Czech Republic)

Hirbod Heidari (Iran)

Ivan Kurniawan (Indonesia)

Aliaksandra Dzemidovich (Belarus)

DUMITRU CALUGARU (Romania)

Putu Ivan Budi Gunawan (Indonesia)

Ashkan Khavaran (Iran)



Ho Quang Khai (Vietnam)

KOICHIRO MASADA (Japan)

Frederik Munkholm Soendergaard-Pedersen (Denmark)

TAKAHIRO HANEBUCHI (Japan)

Dovydas Draksas (Lithuania)

Ivan Jakovac (Croatia)

Antanas Radzevicius (Lithuania)

Andrei Shved (Belarus)

Nguyen Quoc Anh (Vietnam)

Mikalai Artsiusheuski (Belarus)

Sirajuk Khongviwatsathien (Thailand)

Kwong Ching Philip Leung (United Kingdom)

Valdo Tatitscheff (France)

James Pinder (United Kingdom)

ADRIAN MURGOCI (Romania)

Vytautas Peciukenas (Lithuania)

Czipo Bence (Hungary)

Stanko Štefan (Slovakia)

Isidora Banjac (Serbia)

Michael Iagofarov (Russia)

Anmol Arora (India)

Malinčík Juraj (Slovakia)

Marko Nešić (Serbia)

Can Philipp Kocer (Germany)

Mikus Puriņš (Latvia)

Arya Aminorroaya (Iran)

Paulina Mieldzioć (Poland)

Scott Huang (New Zealand)

Jean Michalland (France)

Vardges Tserunyan (Armenia)

Vasil Hristov Vasilev (Bulgaria)

Paul Lorenz Türtscher (Austria)

Guy Lewy (United Kingdom)

Chenming Tang (Australia)

Khrystofor Khokhlov (Ukraine)

Ervīns Cauņa (Latvia)

Violeta Stojalnikova (Lithuania)

Kerem Muslu (Turkey)

Priscila Vensaus (Argentina)

Ji Sup Kim (Canada)

Nociarová Jela (Slovakia)

Haitian Fang (Singapore)

David Pechersky (Canada)

MIHAI GRIGORE PRUNA (Romania)

Frederik Brændsgaard Nørfjand (Denmark)

Jason Mahadika Nathanael (Indonesia)

Ravi Ajay Shah (United Kingdom)

Zhassulan Binazar (Kazakhstan)

Paula Florencia Borovik (Argentina)

Nicholas Costa Lima (Brazil)

Maria Krajuškina (Estonia)

Samaki Valizoda (Tajikistan)

Isabelle Yang (Canada)

MATTIA CALVELLO (Italy)

Bogdan Zagribelnyy (Kazakhstan)

Sona Adam Guluzade (Azerbaijan)

LORENZO TERENZI (Italy)

Damia Torres Latorre (Spain)

Johannes Cornelis Jacobus Mertens (Netherlands)

Jer Yong Chan (Malaysia)

Lautaro Vogt (Argentina)

JULIO CÉSAR GAXIOLA-LOPEZ (Mexico)

Mihael Eraković (Croatia)

Nesibe Akmanşen (Turkey)



Conrad Maximilian Szczuka (Germany)

Patrik Oliver Willi (Switzerland)

Zvonimir Jurelinac (Croatia)

ARTURO MARTINEZ-FLORES (Mexico)

Marlon Enrique Varela Suárez (Costa Rica)

Furkan Tozkoparan (Turkey)

Felix Frank (Austria)

Filip Kozlina (Croatia)

Maurocélio Rocha Pontes (Brazil)

Patrik Gubeljak (Slovenia)

Muhammad Ahmad Khan (Pakistan)

Vahe Gharakhanyan (Armenia)

Kim Kristian Kuntze (Finland)

Behruz Nosirov (Tajikistan)

Lona-Liisa Sutt (Estonia)

Kryštof Březina (Czech Republic)

Alexandru Cotos (Moldova)

Marah Zubi (Israel)

Soteris Soteriades (Cyprus)

Uku Erik Tropp (Estonia)

Laura-Iuliana Munteanu (Moldova)

Clement Robert (France)

Gatis Ogle (Latvia)

Boris Lukas Stolz (Switzerland)

Ada Maria Krzak (Denmark)

Matic Proj (Slovenia)

VALERIO LOMANTO (Italy)

Dilshoda Doniyor qizi Artikbaeva (Uzbekistan)

Ka Yin Keniel Yao (New Zealand)

Issam Alannouf (Syria)

Muhammad Zain Raza (Pakistan)

Ben Alexander Francisco Anandappa (Australia)

David Prieto Rodríguez (Spain)

Ahmed Mohammed ALFAIFI (Saudi Arabia)

Ziqing Liew (Malaysia)

Filippos Ioannou (Cyprus)

Vitória Nunes Medeiros (Brazil)

Yazan Ghannam (Syria)

Xin Yi Ou (New Zealand)

Lívia Rodrigues de Araújo (Brazil)

Alberto Einstein Flores Turpo (Peru)

Ori Taichman (Israel)

Biloliddin Baxtiyor ugli Sharobidinov (Uzbekistan)

Mario Michele Oreste De Capitani (Switzerland)

Ronny Frumkin (Israel)

Ymro Nils Hoogendoorn (Netherlands)

David Koprivica (Serbia)

Huda Zahid (Pakistan)

NORAH ABDALLAH ALSABTI (Saudi Arabia)

Christos Miliotis (Cyprus)

Theodor William Lundberg (Denmark)

Somon Hakimov (Tajikistan)

Alexander Francisco Segovia Razo (Peru)

Dorian Canham (France)

Tsvetelin Iliyanov Iliev (Bulgaria)

Roi Elia (Israel)

Artūrs Šilovs (Latvia)
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